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Abstract

In this paper, we describe a generation system for spoken dialogue that
not only produces coherent, informative and responsive dialogue
contributions, but also explicitly models human styles of interaction.
This generation system is based on conversation acts theory. It has been
implemented in the TRIPS spoken dialogue system, and includes
components that plan content, perform surface generation for different
modalities, and coordinate output production. We discuss our imple-
mentation, and describe an evaluation of the generation output.
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1. Introduction

This paper addresses the question of how to enable task-oriented dialogue systems to
plan more ‘‘natural’’ dialogue contributions; dialogue behavior that, at least in particular
types of situations, seems to the human user of a dialogue system as though it could come
from another human. Much previous research has addressed the question of generating
coherent, informative and responsive dialogue contributions (e.g. Power, 1979; Chu-Carroll
& Carberry, 1998; Lochbaum, 1998); this work is concerned with explicitly modeling hu-
man styles of interaction.
Our work on spoken dialogue generation is performed in the context of the TRIPS

system, a task-oriented spoken dialogue system at the University of Rochester. TRIPS
uses rich models of intention recognition and context, and can handle fairly complex
task-oriented dialogue in a variety of domains, including scheduling, planning and
advice-giving domains (Allen et al., 2001a). TRIPS represents years of work by many
researchers, and offers a unique opportunity to explore generation for dialogue without
having to solve the many other problems related to dialogue processing (such as speech
recognition, parsing and intention recognition). Furthermore, as the domains and tasks
handled by the system have become more complex, the need for extensive, fast, and
flexible generation has become ever more apparent (Stent, 1999).
In one of the TRIPS domains, the Monroe domain, users interact with the system to

handle health and public safety emergencies inMonroe County, NY.We have collected a
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corpus of human–human dialogues in the Monroe domain. The tasks used for this col-
lectionwere difficult enough that they could not typically be solved by one personworking
alone in under 10 min (Stent, 2000a). Because of the complexity of the domain and tasks,
these dialogues exhibit a high degree of mixed initiative behavior, with both speakers
contributing to the solution of the task and to the maintenance of the collaboration. We
used this corpus to study the structure of dialogue contributions in human–human task-
oriented dialogues, and to develop our model of generation for spoken dialogue.
Extracts from two of the Monroe dialogues are shown in Figures 1 and 2.1 In the

first dialogue, the participants have just finished making a plan to deal with broken
water mains and downed power lines resulting from a snow storm. They had to work
under quite severe constraints: some of the repair locations were roads that had not yet
been plowed, and some of the repair locations had to be dealt with quickly because
there were disabled people relying on power at those locations. This extract comes from
the end of the dialogue; one participant is summarizing the plan for the other.
In the second dialogue extract, the participants are in the middle of forming a plan to

deal with disturbances, injuries and a fire around downtown Rochester. They are dis-
patching police units, medical crews and fire trucks; the police units must be dispatched
before any of the other emergency vehicles.
The complex coordination behavior exhibited by both participants in these dialogues

is evident even in these short extracts. Although there is quite a bit of overlapping
speech the speakers are not talking past one another. Each participant contributes to
the shared information and acknowledges the other�s contributions (e.g. utterances 274
and 275 in the first extract, utterances 78 and 79 in the second). Also, we can see that
quite complex discourse structure is necessary to communicate the relationships be-
tween tasks, actions and solutions, and time and space constraints. Finally, there are
interesting initiative shifts in both these extracts (utterances 280 and 281 in the first
extract, and utterances 85–89 in the second).
Traum & Hinkelman (1992), in their work on spoken dialogue structure, identify a

hierarchy of dialogue behaviors or conversation acts, including turn-taking, grounding,
speech, and argumentation acts. Examples of each act type are given in Table I.
Turn-taking acts are acts that regulate which speaker may speak at any point in the
conversation (Sacks et al., 1974). Grounding acts are acts that establish that both par-
ticipants are ‘‘up to date’’, that is, that each participant knows what is known and believed
by both at any point in the conversation (Clark & Schaefer, 1989). Core speech acts cor-
respond to the traditional notion of a speech act: the action performed in speaking
(Searle, 1969). Finally, argumentation acts are sets of speech acts related in some way,
either functionally [e.g. by means of rhetorical relations (Mann & Thompson, 1987) or
adjacency pairs (Sacks et al., 1974)] or structurally (e.g. a list of items).
In conversation acts theory, the performance of acts at lower levels is necessary to

the performance of acts at higher levels: ‘‘the more conventional and intentional level acts
are conditionally generated by the performance of appropriate acts at lower levels, given the
proper context’’ (Poesio & Traum, 1997). For example, in order for an inform act to be
performed, one speaker must initiate the inform (perform the core speech act inform)

1The dialogue extracts in this paper are segmented into turns and utterances. Generally, the utterances are
numbered in the transcript. In our examples, overlapping speech is indicated with �+� signs and silences or
pauses are indicated with hSILi. Sometimes, the participants sneeze, laugh, or smack their lips; these sounds
are given in brackets.
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and the other must ground it by accepting it. Both the initiation and the response re-
quire the speaker to take and then release the turn. Two observations follow from this
aspect of conversation acts theory:

• Because performance of an act at a higher level (e.g. a speech act) entails performance
of one or more acts at each lower level (e.g. a turn-taking act), the acts at the lower lev-
els do not necessarily need to be explicitly realized using language in every case.Wewill
refer to this phenomenon as subsumption; the performance of a lower-level act can be
subsumed in (performed in the process of) the production of a higher-level act.

• If an act at a lower level is performed on its own (resulting in the production of
language for that act only), it should typically precede in the output the performance
of higher-level acts that could have subsumed it. It cannot, logically speaking, be
performed after the higher-level act if it is not performed before the higher-level
act, because it will be performed in the process of performing the higher-level act.
For example, a take-turn act can be performed before performing an assert, or can
be subsumed in the assert. We will refer to this constraint as the ordering constraint
on conversation act-based generation.

Conversation acts theory has never been used for spoken dialogue generation.
However, it provides a nice account of discourse structure, in which the relationships
between different dialogue behaviors are clearly defined and collaboration-maintaining
behaviors are granted equal status with intentional and rhetorical structures.
In our work on conversation act-based generation for dialogue, we set out to answer

two questions:

Figure 1. First Monroe dialogue extract.
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• If conversation acts theory is used as a discourse analysis tool, to what extent does it
provide an adequate accounting of human behavior in actual dialogues?

• Can the key concepts of conversation acts theory be used to build a generation sys-
tem for spoken dialogue, and is the output of this system comparable to human be-
havior in actual dialogues?

The second question is the key topic of this paper. However, the first is important
because it would be a waste of time to build a generation system based on a theory that
could not adequately account for actual human dialogue behavior. Therefore, in this
paper we first briefly discuss our analysis of human–human task-oriented dialogues in
the Monroe domain, which demonstrates that conversation acts theory can adequately
(if not perfectly) account for many aspects of these dialogues. We then describe a
generation system we built for TRIPS that implements the ideas of conversation acts
theory. Finally, we describe an evaluation we performed of this system, comparing its
output to dialogue behavior produced by humans in the Monroe corpus.

1.1. Related work

The generation task has long been framed as a planning problem. The input to planning
is communicative intentions, for example the intention of explaining a process,

Figure 2. Second Monroe dialogue extract.

TABLE I. Conversation act types

Act type Sample acts
turn-taking take-turn, keep-turn, release-turn, assign-turn
grounding initiate, continue, acknowledge, repair, cancel
core speech acts inform, yes/no question, suggest, request, accept, reject
argumentation elaborate, summarize, clarify, question–answer, convince
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answering a question, or correcting a misconception. The output may include speech,
text, graphics and gestures. The process itself is typically divided into two stages: de-
ciding what to communicate, and deciding how to communicate it.
The first stage of generation is called content planning or strategic generation, and

may include the selection of communicative intentions to pursue, the selection of
propositional content, and the construction of discourse structure or discourse plans. In
most dialogue situations, the entire discourse cannot be planned beforehand; rather, the
dialogue participants take turns constructing parts of the dialogue and the overall di-
alogue structure is a byproduct of their collaboration. We will call these small units of
discourse, each of which is a structured set of conversation acts, contributions. In this
work, we focus on the construction of contributions from sets of communicative in-
tentions; most of the content that can be communicated is given as input. We call this
process contribution planning.
The second stage of generation is called surface generation or tactical generation,

and (for language generation) includes the selection of lexical items and their organi-
zation into appropriate syntactic structures. Although it is not the focus of this paper,
we do briefly describe our text generation component, since it is part of our model of
conversation acts theory.
Most generation systems use a single-layer model of discourse structure and track

the rhetorical or intentional structure of the discourse. (Of course other sources of
discourse information, such as a discourse context and focus information, may be
used by the generation process.) In the text generation field, some researchers have
examined different types of texts in a particular genre, such as explanatory texts or
descriptive texts, to try to identify underlying genre-specific structures (e.g. McKe-
own, 1985; Cawsey, 1993). Other researchers have looked at texts across different
genres, identifying general relationships that hold between different parts of texts (e.g.
Mann & Thompson, 1987; Marcu, 1997). Once these structures or relationships have
been identified, they may be used as rules to guide the process of content planning
(e.g. Moore & Paris, 1993; Hovy, 1993; Andre & Rist, 1996; Maybury, 1993).
The collaborative nature of dialogue imposes practical and theoretical constraints

that make the application of many text generation techniques infeasible. Accordingly,
most research on dialogue structure starts with an examination of single exchanges
between dialogue participants. Most models of dialogue structure define a set of basic
exchanges and describe how these can be combined to form the overall intentional or
rhetorical structure of a dialogue.
Chu-Carroll and Carberry, in their content planning system for task-oriented dia-

logues, use a propose–evaluate–modify model to describe the intentional structure of
task-oriented dialogues. Each user utterance is considered to be a proposal for an
addition to the shared plan being built by the dialogue participants. The system eval-
uates each proposal, deciding whether to accept or reject it, or suggest modifications. If
it cannot decide whether to accept, it may initiate an information-sharing subdialogue
to learn more about the proposal (Chu-Carroll & Carberry, 1995, 1998).
The dialogue system COLLAGEN uses Grosz and Sidner�s stack based model of

discourse structure, in which the attentional and intentional structures of dialogue are
tracked simultaneously (Grosz & Sidner, 1986; Rich & Sidner, 1998). There are two
basic relations between parts of a dialogue in this model: two parts may be nested one
within the other (for example, a clarification subdialogue will be a nested subdialogue),
or they may be adjacent to each other (for example, when the topic shifts). Lochbaum,
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in her dissertation, proposed an algorithm for content planning based on COLLAGEN
(Lochbaum, 1998).
POPEL is a content planning system for dialogue that uses a model based on rhe-

torical relations to decide what content to include in an utterance, how it should be
ordered and whether a pointing gesture should be used. POPEL operates in a feedback
loop with the surface generation component, providing information about how de-
scriptions should be generated and how items in a sentence should be ordered, among
other things (Reithinger, 1992).
In early work on the structure of dialogue, Power describes a system that uses an

adjacency pair model of dialogue for interpretation and generation (Power, 1979). An
adjacency pair is a functionally related pair of utterances by different speakers; ex-
amples include proposal–accept and question–answer. Power�s system could interact
with other copies of itself in planning dialogues in a simple world. More recent research
by Grau and Vilnat (1997) is based on a similar idea. Both of these generation systems
explicitly model the collaborative nature of dialogue, but they still only track one level
of dialogue behavior.
Our approach to generation differs from previous approaches to generation for di-

alogue in modeling different levels of dialogue behavior simultaneously. By explicitly
accounting for turn-taking and grounding behaviors as well as speech acts and the
higher-level discourse structure, we aim to improve the naturalness of generated dia-
logue contributions.

2. Conversation acts analysis of Monroe corpus dialogues

The Monroe corpus (Stent, 2000a) consists of 20 human–human dialogues, altogether
comprising approximately 6.6 h of data and 8200 utterances. We selected 8 of these
dialogues at random, ensuring only that we had a range of tasks and speakers. We then
annotated these 8 dialogues for turn-taking behavior, grounding and speech acts, and
argumentation acts. Because an utterance may contain elements from each of these
levels, the different behaviors were annotated separately. For each annotation, there
were at least two annotators. Altogether, 7 annotators were involved in this project.
Our reasons for performing these annotations were as follows:

• To test whether conversation acts theory is an adequate explanatory theory for spo-
ken dialogue. That is, we wanted to check whether conversation acts theory can ac-
count in an unforced way for every utterance in human–human dialogues; whether
the different levels of dialogue behavior are necessary; and whether they interact in
the way the theory predicts.

• To identify conversational patterns. We were specifically interested in how often
turn-taking and grounding acts are not subsumed in higher-level acts; in how differ-
ent conversation acts are combined in a single turn or small sequence of turns; and in
the combinations of conversation acts that may be realized in a single utterance.

• To identify words or phrases that signal particular conversation acts, particularly
words or phrases commonly used to perform turn-taking and grounding acts.

2.1. Turn-taking acts

We labeled turn-taking behavior using a simple manual of our own creation (Stent,
2001). Essentially, this manual defines:
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• the tags to be used to label take-turn, release-turn, assign-turn, steal-turn and keep-
turn acts;

• the tags to be used to label words or phrases in an utterance;
• how to label backchannels, which do not change the turn holder;
• how to label overlap when it is not the result of an interruption that seems to perform
strictly turn-taking functions.

Because the participants in these dialogues could not see each other, we did not have
to worry about most non-verbal turn-taking behavior such as gaze and gesture. The
annotators listened to the dialogues, so they were able to pick up on intonational
cues.
Turn-taking is the dialogue behavior that fits least well into conversation acts theory.

To think of turn-taking as an act-based behavior at all requires taking a view of this
phenomenon very different from those described inmost of the turn-taking literature (e.g.
Orestr€oom, 1983; Sacks et al., 1974; O�Connell et al., 1990). First, there is the awkward fact
that an utterance (or even a single word) can perform several turn-taking functions. For
example, an acknowledgment can perform both a take-turn and a release-turn act. Also, it
can be difficult to find situations where there is no doubt that the speaker is only per-
forming some turn-taking act. This task is not made easier by the fact that conversation
acts theory does not address primarily non-verbal communication, and much of turn-
taking behavior is determined by gaze, gesture and intonation (Orestr€oom, 1983; Novick
et al., 1996; Cassell et al., 1998). Finally, turn-taking is the only dialogue behavior in-
cluded in conversation acts theory in which time plays a very important role (Bull, 1998).
Discounting disagreements arising from resegmentation of utterances, the Kappa

scores for our annotation of turn-taking behavior are .77 for turn-taking functions,
namely take-turn, keep-turn, and steal-turn; and .78 for the turn-releasing functions
release-turn and assign-turn (these scores are both significant at p < :1). Almost all the
disagreement came from three sources: disagreement about whether an utterance was a
backchannel or an acknowledgment; disagreement about whether an instance of
overlap was due to an interruption; and disagreement about whether an utterance that
‘‘trailed off’’ was a prompt (assign-turn) or not (release-turn). Each of these types of
disagreement is difficult to resolve, since a determination depends on subtle intonational
cues. These Kappa scores for this annotation are not quite high enough to judge the
annotation reliable, and the reasons for the disagreements illustrate some of the diffi-
culties with an act-based accounting of turn-taking behavior.
Because turn-taking fits so awkwardly into conversation acts theory, we might ask if

it should be included at all. One way to test this is to see if there are any utterances or
parts of utterances in the spoken dialogues we dealt with that cannot be explained by
any means other than as turn-taking behavior. There are indeed some behaviors
for which the most plausible explanation seems to require a model of turn-taking
behavior:

• prompts – Such as ‘‘right?’’, ‘‘okay?’’, ‘‘got it?’’;
• verbal fillers – For example, ‘‘um,’’ ‘‘uh’’ (although these can also express uncertainty);
• some backchannels – Most backchannels can be analyzed as expressing understand-
ing or at least hearing, but some are redundant according to that explanation. For
example, sometimes a speaker produces two backchannels in a row, with a pause
after each to allow someone else to speak. In these cases the speaker seems to be
expressing unwillingness to take the turn;
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• certain repetitions – When speakers overlap at the start of a turn, typically one aban-
dons their utterance. The other will often repeat the first part of theirs (Schegloff,
1987).

When we labeled the Monroe dialogues for speech and grounding acts using DAMSL
(Allen & Core, 1997), most of the utterances labeled with the Other-forward-function tag
fell into one of these categories. This means that even a dialogue system that does not
model prosody, to be natural, must still model turn-taking to the extent of being able to
produce certain types of utterances.
Table II shows a sample of the words and phrases annotators labeled as explicitly

performing one turn-taking act or another. For each one, the turn-taking acts most
frequently performed by that word or phrase are listed. This list is not exhaustive, but is
intended merely to provide examples. An interesting observation is that sometimes the
same cue can have very different functions, with most of the difference coming from
intonation or placement in the turn (consider the uses of ‘‘um’’, for example). We used
the less ambiguous verbal cues in our templates for surface generation of various turn-taking
acts.

2.2. Grounding and speech acts

The grounding and speech act levels of dialogue are well understood and fit well in a
larger act-based framework such as conversation acts theory. We labeled the 8 Monroe
dialogues for grounding and speech acts using DAMSL (Allen & Core, 1997). DAMSL
tags fall into 13 dimensions that are in three layers: forward looking functions, back-
ward looking functions, and information level. Tag dimensions that involve forward-
looking functions indicate the type of speech act the utterance is performing; examples
include assert, info-request, action-directive and commit. Tag dimensions that involve
backward-looking functions indicate how this utterance relates to previous utterances
and include answers to questions, indications of degree of understanding, and indica-
tions of (dis-)agreement. The Understanding tag marks some grounding functions; we
did not distinguish between the initiate and continue grounding acts in this annotation.
Information-level tags indicate the dialogue level of the contents of the utterance (task,
task-management or communication-management). Each tag dimension is marked
separately from the others.

TABLE II. Language used to explicitly perform turn-taking acts

Cue Turn-taking acts signaled
um keep-turn, take-turn, release-turn
hlipsmacki take-turn, keep-turn
hclicki take-turn, keep-turn
well keep-turn, take-turn
oh keep-turn, take-turn
uh keep-turn, take-turn
so keep-turn, take-turn
just a second keep-turn, take-turn
okay take-turn, keep-turn
isn�t that so assign-turn
say that again assign-turn
you know assign-turn
I�m ready release-turn
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Table III shows the DAMSL tag dimensions and tags for forward- and backward-
looking functions. The Kappa scores for annotator agreement for each tag on the
Monroe corpus are also given (all are significant at p < :01 except for the Performative
dimension, which is significant at p < :1). The low reliability for the Explicit-perfor-
mative and Exclamation tag dimensions is due to having very little data for these two
tags. The Kappa scores for the other tag dimensions indicate that those annotations are
reliable.
Table IV shows the relative frequencies of all tags in the Monroe corpus, and where

known, in the Switchboard and TRAINS corpora (Jurafsky et al., 1998).2 In DAMSL,
a tag is typically not marked unless the corresponding act is explicitly performed – so,
for example, the SU-Acknowledge tag is not marked unless there is an explicit ac-
knowledgment. These data indicate that grounding acts are performed explicitly more
often than conversation acts theory would perhaps predict (about 30% of the utter-
ances have an Understanding dimension tag); but that the subsumption of grounding in
higher-level acts is still very prevalent. In particular, the initiate and continue grounding
acts are never performed on their own (although they may be signaled by discourse cues
such as ‘‘so’’ and ‘‘and then,’’ which may also signal certain rhetorical relations).
Table V shows how often the most frequently occurring DAMSL tags appear in the

turn-initial and turn-final positions. In general, these results confirm our intuitions
about the ordering constraint of conversation acts theory. For example, Understanding
dimension tags most often appear at the start of a turn, and info-request tags at the end
of one. However, some of these numbers may seem a little odd. For example, 11% of
Accept acts occur in the last utterance of a multiple-utterance turn. These are turns
entirely made up of Accept acts, or of SU-Acknowledge and Accept acts. Similarly, those
Info-requests that do not occur right before a speaker change appear in sequences of

TABLE III. Kappa scores for forward- and backward-looking
functions for annotation of eight Monroe county dialogues

Tag dimension Tags Kappa
Forward-looking functions
Conventional Opening, Closing .882
Explicit-performative Yes, No .452
Exclamation Yes, No .699
Influence-on-listener Action-directive, Open-option .883
Influence-on-speaker Offer, Commit .831
Info-request Yes, No .902
Other-forward-function Yes, No .881
Statement Assert, Reassert, Other .876

Backward-looking functions
Agreement Accept, Accept-part, Hold, Maybe, Reject-part, Reject .888
Answer Yes, No .856
Understanding Signal-non-understanding, SU-Acknowledge,

SU-Repeat-rephrase, SU-Completion,
Correct-misspeaking

.914

2It should be noted that the TRAINS results are based largely on annotations done using a previous version of
DAMSL, and the Switchboard results on annotations done using a modification of DAMSL, so we had to
reinterpret some of the tags in each case.
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questions, or are rhetorical questions, abandoned questions or questions that the
speaker asks him/herself.
In DAMSL, each tag type is independently marked, so that a single utterance may

end up labeled with several tags (e.g. answers to wh-questions may be labeled both
assert and answer). We have used these tags, individually and in combination, to build a
variety of models of these dialogues, including n-gram models and ‘‘turn-length’’ models
which include sequences of varying lengths that do not cross a speaker change (Stent, 2001).
There are two interesting observations arising from this annotation. One relates to

the large number of grounding utterances, especially acknowledgments, produced by

TABLE IV. Frequency of act occurrence: Monroe vs. Switchboard

Tag dimension Tag Monroe
(%)

Switchboard
(%)

TRAINS (%)

Communicative status Unintelligible .6 1 3.4
Abandoned 8 5 2
Self-talk .8 .1 2.4

Information level Task 80 74
Task-management 2 4.1
Communication-mgt. 14 18.3

Statement Assert 40 49 36.1
Reassert 10 4.9
Other-statement 1 4.8

Influence-on-listener Action-directive 8 .4 10.4
Open-option 5 <.1 2.4
Info-request-directive 15

Info-request 10 c. 4.6 .4

Influence-on-speaker Offer 5 <.1 5.8
Commit 12 <.1 19.2

Conventional <1.3 0
Opening .3 2.5
Closing .3 0

Explicit-performative .3 0

Exclamation 1 .4

Other-forward-function 5.7 7

Agreement Accept 23 5 30.8
Accept-part .2 <.1 0
Maybe .2 <.1 .2
Hold 1.2 3.2
Reject-part .2 <.1 0
Reject .6 .2 2.2

Understanding Signal-non-understanding .5 .1 1.1
SU-Acknowledge 24.5 23 26.3
SU-Repeat-rephrase 3.5 .8 2.5
SU-Completion .7 .4 1.6
Correct-misspeaking .3 0

Answer 8 3 14.4
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both conversation partners. With these we were able to obtain a variety of linguistic
forms for use in surface generation. The frequency of these acts in human–human
spoken dialogue highlights the importance of modeling them correctly in a generation
system.
The second interesting observation relates to the large number of assertions (and

sequences of assertions) in these dialogues. Without a model of argumentation acts, it is
impossible to understand how these assertions came to be produced, and therefore how
to generate them.

2.3. Argumentation acts

We made two attempts to annotate the Monroe corpus for argumentation acts. Our
purpose in performing this annotation was partly to identify the most common argu-
mentation act types. More importantly, we were interested in exploring how the dif-
ferent types of argumentation act fit together; the argumentation act level of
conversation acts theory is described by Traum & Hinkelman in fairly vague terms as a
heterogeneous collection of disparate elements of discourse structure (Traum &
Hinkelman, 1992).
In our first annotation, we used only rhetorical relations. There were several prob-

lems with this approach, which we outline in Stent (2000b). We decided we needed to
more clearly define the basic units (the dialogue segmentation) for this annotation, and
to pick a more complete set of argumentation acts including some specific to dialogue.
For our second annotation, we used a manual we created, which includes adjacency

pairs, rhetorical relations and a few structural schemas (e.g. list).
Neither of these annotation projects was particularly successful, although the second

was much more successful than the first. There are three basic issues. First, our dia-
logues are long and complex. Second, because we opted to include the greatest variety
of argumentation acts possible, our annotation scheme is also complex. We provided
several aids to the annotators to reduce this complexity, but our annotators still

TABLE V. Frequency of occurrence of tags occurring more than 20
times

Tag Frequency of occurrence at specified position

Single-utterance
turns (%)

Multiple-utterance
turns, first utt. (%)

Multiple-utterance
turns, last utt. (%)

Assert 33 19 28
Reassert 25 18 30
Other-statement 26 21 34
Info-request 39 10 41
Action-directive 32 16 29
Open-option 28 18 34
Offer 29 18 34
Commit 38 20 23
Other-forward-function 30 31 15
Accept 50 30 11
Hold 68 29 0
SU-Acknowledge 51 33 9
SU-Repeat-rephrase 45 33 10
SU-Completion 43 33 10
Answer 56 27 11
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suffered badly from fatigue. Finally, even when a dialogue has been annotated it is
difficult to determine inter-annotator agreement. The different act types are not com-
pletely independent, and there are many places in these dialogues where there seem to
be at least two valid discourse structures.
In our dialogues, annotators tended to agree about the very high and very low levels

of discourse structure. For example, in most dialogues the annotators marked at least
two top-level segments: one for the description of the situation, and one for the con-
struction of the plan. They tended to agree to within 1–2 utterances on this boundary,
even though all annotators constructed their trees bottom-up rather than top-down. At
the lowest level, the annotators tended to agree about pairs of utterances that formed
adjacency pairs.
All the adjacency pairs appear in our dialogues. Not surprisingly, assertion–acknowl-

edge, question–answer, proposal–accept and summons–response occur most frequently.
The most frequently occurring rhetorical relations included some used when describing
situations (e.g. background, circumstance, non-volitional cause, object:attribute and gen-
eralization:specific), some used during planning (e.g. enablement, justify, volitional cause,
solutionhood, evidence, evaluation and correction) and some used when summarizing the
plan (e.g. restatement, summary and sequence). In our generation systemweuse amodel of
adjacency pairs and have content structuring rules for most of these rhetorical relations.
Although each element of the argumentation act level (adjacency pairs, rhetorical

relations, structural schemas) is fairly well understood, it is difficult to conceptualize
any of these elements in terms of conversational acts. First, the emphasis in each of
these theories is on the relationships between units of discourse, rather than on acts
which are in some sense atomic. To put this another way, it is strange to think of a
speaker or writer forming the explicit intention of creating a background or other
rhetorical relation for the sake of producing that relation. It is more natural to think of
a speaker or writer intending to communicate some fact, and deciding that in order to
be convincing some support for the fact should also be provided.
Second, the roles of the dialogue participants are not as clearly defined in this level.

Turn-taking and grounding acts are typically performed by one dialogue participant
only, with the other observing. Speech acts are initiated by one dialogue participant and
grounded by the other. Adjacency pairs are also typically initiated by one participant
and completed by the other. However, rhetorical relations and structural relations were
first thought of in the context of the generation of text monologues, where there is only
one active participant. Although both dialogue participants can contribute to the
production of a summary or other rhetorical relation, their respective roles and moti-
vations for doing so are not very well defined.

2.4. Summary

Using the levels of dialogue behavior outlined in conversation acts theory, we were able
to account for every utterance in a subset of the Monroe dialogues. Our results broadly
confirm the key ideas of conversation acts theory: that dialogue is composed of several
distinct act types, which form a hierarchy in which the production of acts at lower levels
enables the production of acts at higher levels. However, the turn-taking and argu-
mentation act levels of conversation acts theory seem to fit less well in an act-based
framework than the grounding and speech act levels. Also, there is clearly more work to
be done in terms of providing an adequate accounting of the argumentation act level.
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3. Conversation acts based generation system

The key insights of conversation acts theory are the following:

• Spoken dialogue comprises several distinct types of behavior (or act types), namely
turn-taking, grounding, speech acts and argumentation.

• These behaviors are organized in a hierarchy, with lower-level behaviors contributing
to the performance of higher-level ones.

An important assumption of conversation acts theory is that these dialogue behaviors
are act-based; that is, that they are formed of discrete actions which one can presum-
ably plan using traditional AI planning techniques.
In the previous section, we showed that using conversation acts theory, we could

account for every utterance in a set of complex human–human task-oriented dialogues.
We also showed that conversation acts theory offers a useful model for how different
dialogue behaviors interact. A reasonable hypothesis is that we can use this theory as
the basis for a generation system that plans human-like spoken dialogue contributions.
In this section, we describe a generation system for spoken dialogue that uses the

insights of conversation acts theory. We look first at where this system fits in the ar-
chitecture of the TRIPS dialogue system. Then we describe a contribution planning
component, which directly models the subsumption principle and ordering constraint of
conversation acts theory. Finally, we briefly consider surface generation for different
conversation act types, focusing on the generation of language.
TRIPS consists of a heterogeneous set of components that share information using

KQML messages (Allen et al., 2001a). The logical architecture of the current version of
TRIPS is shown in Figure 3. Viewed one way, there are three basic types of processing in
this system: understanding (the upper left section of the diagram), reasoning (the bottom
section of the diagram) and generation (the upper right section of the diagram). Viewed
another way, there are two types of processing in TRIPS. In the top half of the diagram,
the focus is on reasoning about the discourse: how to understand some language or
gesture, how to maintain discourse context, how to produce appropriate discourse
contributions. In the bottom half, the focus is on problem solving: planning, reasoning
about the domain and the world, simulation, and the maintenance of the system�s goals.
TRIPS maintains a careful separation between discourse reasoning and problem solving,
both for reasons of portability and for conceptual clarity (Allen & Litman, 1990).
The ‘‘core’’ components of TRIPS, in terms of determining system behavior, are the

Interpretation Manager, the Behavioral Agent, and the Generation Manager. All three are
event-driven components, incorporating input messages into their ongoing processing. These
components use the same representations for discourse, planning and domain information
(Allen et al., 2001b). They all have access to the same knowledge sources, shown in
Table VI. This means that each component�s basic processing is domain independent. It
also means that there is a well-defined syntax for the inputs and outputs of each
component.
The Interpretation Manager performs interpretation in the context of the dialogue so

far and of the planning state. It receives information about the dialogue context from
the Discourse Context component, and information about the planning state from the
Task Manager. When it has determined the discourse-related and problem solving-
related intention(s) for each user utterance, it updates the Discourse Context and Be-
havioral Agent with that information.
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The Behavioral Agent is responsible for managing the system�s problem solving. Its
behavior is determined by its model of the user�s goals and plans, by its own goals and
plans, and by its observations of the dynamic, changing world. It can form intentions to
act in the world, to pursue some goal or plan, or to communicate some goal, plan, fact,
or situation. For example, it may observe that a multiple-vehicle accident has occurred
at the mall. As a result, it may decide to inform the user of the situation, and to form
the goal of getting the victims to the hospital.
The Generation Manager is responsible for managing and coordinating system

contributions to the dialogue. It receives the system�s interpretation of user utterances
from the Interpretation Manager via the Discourse Context. It also receives problem
solving-related communicative intentions, such as to communicate a particular fact or a
particular task, from the Behavioral Agent. Its task is to organize these disparate pieces
of knowledge, select appropriate conversation acts, and combine them into a dialogue
contribution for production the next time the system gets the turn.

Figure 3. Logical architecture of the TRIPS system.

TABLE VI. Knowledge sources in TRIPS

Knowledge source Use
Shared system ontology Definition of semantic representation, source of information

about the domain
Discourse Context component Information about the ongoing dialogue
Task Manager component Maps between the abstract plan representation and

domain-specific actions, objects and states
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Both the Interpretation Manager and the Generation Manager reason about and
contribute to the formation of the dialogue structure. The Interpretation Manager�s
responsibilities end with the determination of the user�s intentions; the Generation
Manager�s responsibilities begin with deciding how to fulfill its discourse obligations to
respond to what the user has said (Traum & Allen, 1994).
The Interpretation Manager, Behavioral Agent and Generation Manager together

do what, in a traditional dialogue system, would be done by the dialogue manager.
Because they are independent, concurrently running processes, we are better able to
experiment with different styles of interaction, and we are also able to add more in-
cremental processing to the system.
For more information about TRIPS, see Allen et al. (2000, 2001b).
Table VII shows the stages in a standard generation architecture (Reiter, 1994).

Many end-to-end dialogue systems combine dialogue management and content plan-
ning, perform surface generation using template-based generation (e.g. Rich & Sidner,
1998; Stent et al., 1999). We do not take this approach, but also do not follow the
standard generation architecture completely.
In TRIPS, because the system maintains a very clean separation between problem

solving and discourse reasoning, the Behavioral Agent and the Generation Manager
share responsibility for intention formation and content selection. As the dialogue
progresses, the Behavioral Agent forms intentions to act and communicate based on
progress in problem solving, and the Generation Manager forms communicative in-
tentions based on discourse obligations arising from user input. The communicative
intentions formed by the Behavioral Agent are necessarily intentions to communicate
some fact, goal or process related to the problem solving or the domain; that is, in-
tentions to communicate some propositional content. The communicative intentions
formed by the Generation Manager may require content (for example, the intention to
answer a question); typically, this content is either present in the discourse context or
comes from the Behavioral Agent. If the content to be communicated relates to the
discourse (for example, if the system was unable to understand part of the user�s ut-
terance), the Generation Manager may construct the content itself.
The Generation Manager is responsible for mapping communicative intentions to

conversation acts and organizing these conversation acts into coherent and natural

TABLE VII. Comparison of the TRIPS generation system and a
standard generation architecture

Generation stage Description of processing and identification of responsible TRIPS
component(s)

Intention formation Formation of system�s discourse-related communicative intentions
(Generation Manager) and of problem solving-related communicative
intentions (Behavioral Agent)

Content selection Selection of content to be expressed; content may be related to the domain
or to planning (Behavioral Agent), or to the dialogue (Generation Manager)

Content structuring Selection and organization of dialogue acts into one or more coherent turns
(Generation Manager)

Sentence planning Organization of content into simple semantic forms (Generation Manager);
addition of focus and ordering information (Text Generator)

Surface generation Construction of syntactic structure and text (Text Generator), or of
display plans (Display Generator)
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dialogue contributions. This process is similar to content structuring in that it is the
organization of basic elements into a coherent discourse structure. In this case, how-
ever, the basic elements are sets of communicative intentions and conversation acts. We
call this process contribution planning.
The Generation Manager is also responsible for transforming content into semantic

logical forms, each of which can typically be realized in one utterance. However, the
Text Generator is responsible for ordering the information within the utterance, se-
lecting lexical items and determining the form of referential expressions. The Display
Generator is responsible for selecting parts of the semantic form for display and se-
lecting the display objects to use.
In the following sections, we describe in detail how we used the insights of conver-

sation acts theory in contribution planning and surface generation processes for TRIPS.

3.1. Contribution planning

The input to the contribution planning process is communicative intentions, perhaps
with associated content. However, these communicative intentions are not all formed at
once. In the context of an ongoing dialogue communicative intentions may be formed
at any time. For example, if the system cannot hear the user, or cannot understand
what the user said, the Generation Manager may form a discourse-related communi-
cative intention to ask the user to speak up or speak more clearly. If the system believes
that the user has asked a question, the Generation Manager will typically form a dis-
course-related communicative intention to acknowledge and answer that question;
however, it may not have an answer immediately. Also, the Behavioral Agent may form
a problem solving-related communicative intention to present a situation or plan re-
gardless of what the user is currently saying.
It is important, for several reasons, that the Generation Manager not wait for a pre-

set signal (such as a message from the Interpretation Manager that the user�s utterances
have been fully interpreted) before beginning to plan a contribution. Practically
speaking, the system has a very small amount of time after the user stops speaking
before it must begin to respond. Also, the system may need to interrupt the user. Fi-
nally, the system may decide to say something even if the user is not speaking. The way
to perform contribution planning is therefore to be constantly planning based on what
is known so far, in the manner of a person who uses the time provided by a conver-
sational partner�s talking to plan her next witty remark.
Figure 4 shows the different tasks performed by the Generation Manager. In our

implementation each new communicative intention or discourse state update triggers
contribution planning, which may lead to the planning of one or more new conversa-
tion acts. A second stage, here called contribution structuring, filters and orders the
output from the surface generation modules and is responsible for deciding which acts
are actually produced. In short, contribution planning overgenerates and contribution
structuring prunes. Each stage incorporates slightly different aspects of conversation
acts theory: contribution planning maps intentions onto levels of dialogue behavior and
individual conversation acts, while contribution structuring uses the ordering and
subsumption relationships that hold between the different levels of conversation act.
The basic unit in the Generation Manager�s state is the current contribution. A

contribution is typically one turn long but may span several system turns as long as the
intervening user utterances do not change the problem solving state of the system
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(and therefore possibly make previous communicative intentions unnecessary). The
Generation Manager stores quite a lot of information about each system contribution,
including:

• all user utterances that are responded to in this contribution,
• all discourse obligations (communicative intentions arising from user input (Traum
& Allen, 1994)) that are fulfilled in this contribution,

• all problem solving-related communicative intentions that may be satisfied in this
contribution,

• all output conversation acts that could be or have been produced in this contribution,
• all output from other modalities that could be or have been produced in this contri-
bution.

In addition, each utterance, discourse obligation, and problem solving-related com-
municative intention has quite a lot of information linking it to other utterances and/or
goals in the contribution state (Figure 5).

3.1.1. Top-down contribution planning

The contribution planning process decides which conversation acts to use to fulfill
each communicative intention, using a set of rules that model various conversation

Figure 4. Tasks performed by the Generation Manager.
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acts. Most of these rules are for argumentation acts, including adjacency pairs and
rhetorical relations; but some are for acts at the grounding or turn-taking level.
Each rule contains a set of conditions, and a set of actions to perform if all the
conditions are met.
The conditions in a contribution planning rule may specify that certain discourse

obligations and/or problem solving related communicative intentions must be present
in the turn state, and may also specify that variables internal to the Generation
Manager (such as initiative holder) must have a certain value. The ‘‘actions’’ are really
conversation acts with associated top-level syntactic form and content. The content is se-
lected from the content associated with the discourse obligations or problem solving goals in
the conditions. Rule actions may also change the values of internal Generation Manager
variables.
Figure 6 shows example content planning rules. The first rule says that if the user has

just released the turn, the system may perform a take-turn act. The second says that if
there is an obligation to respond to a wh-question, and that question led to problem-
solving goal ?psid, and there is a problem solving-related communicative intention to
communicate content ?answer in order to complete that same problem-solving goal,
then the system can respond by asserting the specified content in answer to the question.
The third rule says that regardless of whether or not there is an outstanding discourse-
related intention, if there is a problem solving-related intention to summarize some in-
formation, that can be done by asserting the information using both speech and displays.
The content structuring process (described in the next section) segments the content
from these last two rules into utterance-length chunks; if more than one semantic form is
output from that process, the assert conversation act applies to all of them.

Figure 5. Possible links between user utterances, discourse obligations, problem
solving-related communicative intentions and conversation acts in a contribution.
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Each time the contribution state is updated, the contribution planning process finds
all the contribution planning rules that apply and weights them according to the degree
to which the rule conditions cover the entire contribution state. It then selects one of the
rules from the set using a randomness factor. After the content structuring algorithm
arranges the content, the conversation act(s), content and top-level syntactic category
are sent to the surface generators for each modality selected by the rule (the default is
speech), and any other rule actions are executed.
There is no backtracking during contribution planning; if the modality-specific

generators fail to return surface forms, another rule is not selected. This is because the
contribution state can change quite dramatically over a short period of time with the
addition of new goals, new planned utterances and so on. However, if the state does
change in particular ways (e.g. a discourse obligation or a problem solving-related
communicative intention is added, a timer times out) then the content planner will be
called again, so that planning may happen several times for the same contribution. If
this results in inconsistent dialogue acts, the contribution structuring stage will resolve
the issue.

3.1.2. Content structuring

After a conversation act has been selected and content assigned to it, the content must
be transformed into one or more semantic logical forms. The process that does this uses
the shared TRIPS ontology, which includes a mapping between domain and planning
information (actions, states and objects) and the role-based semantic representation

Figure 6. Example contribution planning rules.
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used in TRIPS. For example, if the piece of content to be communicated is that am-
bulance 4 will take people to Strong Memorial hospital, the content structuring process
may find that this type of action can be mapped onto the semantic action lf-take,
which has required roles for agent and object and optional roles for source and
destination. The agent role will be filled by the semantic description for ambu-
lance-4, which specifies that this is a reference to an object of type ambulance. The
object role will be filled by the semantic description for person-5, person-6, which
specifies that this is a reference to a set of objects of type person. The destination
role will be filled by the semantic description for Strong Memorial Hospital, which
specifies that this is a reference to an object of type hospital. There is no additional
information to be communicated for this example, so only one semantic form is output.
Focus information will be added to the semantic descriptions in the text generation
component. The final semantic form for this piece of context (simplified from the
TRIPS-internal representation) might be:

(LF-TAKE (AGENT

(DESCRIPTION (TYPE ambulance)

(REFERS-TO ambulance-4)))

(OBJECT

(DESCRIPTION (TYPE person)

(REFERS-TO (person-5 person6))))

(DESTINATION

(DESCRIPTION (TYPE hospital)

(REFERS-TO strong-memorial-hos-

pital))))

Each conversation act, with associated content and top-level semantic label, is sent
to the surface generators specified in the contribution planning rule. If the text or
display generator replies with a surface form, the contribution state will be updated.
Surface forms are linked to the conversation acts they realize, and the conversation acts
themselves specify in which modalities they must be realized. When all the modality-
specific surface forms for a conversation act are present in the contribution state, the
contribution structuring process is called.

3.1.3. Contribution structuring

The contribution structuring process uses a set of rules that specify how the different
levels of conversation act interact, and how conversation acts within the same level may
be organized. Because of the subsumption relationship holding between the different
levels of conversation act, the contribution structuring process has some freedom to
choose which surface forms to produce. For example, if it has a surface form realizing a
take-turn act and one realizing a speech or grounding act it may choose not to output
the surface form for the turn-taking act. If it has surface forms for a grounding act and
a speech act, it may choose to produce only the speech act. From our analysis of the
Monroe corpus, we know approximately how often lower-level acts are subsumed in
higher-level ones, and how often they are explicitly produced.
The ordering constraint of conversation acts theory imposes some structure on

where acts may appear in the contribution. For example, if the contribution structuring
algorithm decides to output the surface form for a grounding act, that should typically
precede the production of any speech acts in that turn.
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Finally, our analysis of the Monroe corpus dialogues gives some information about
how to combine acts at the same level. There are some general rules; for example, if
there are two acts at the same level, of the same type and with the same content (e.g.
two acknowledgments), then only one need be produced. There are also specific ordering
and selection constraints for the production of turn-taking, grounding and speech acts,
although these are different for each level of conversation act. For example, if the user
said two things, only one of which the system understood, the contribution structuring
process may end up with two grounding acts, one an acknowledgment and the other a
signal-non-understanding act. The most specific act (the signal-non-understanding) is the
one that should be produced. If the contribution structuring algorithm has two speech
acts, a question and an assertion, the assertion should precede the question in the turn
unless there is a rhetorical relation holding between the two speech acts.
Each contribution structuring rule has constraints, actions and a weight (defaulting

to 1). Three types of constraints can be specified in the conditions of contribution
structuring rules: timing constraints, constraints on the current act of interest, and
constraints on the other dialogue acts in this turn. There are two types of timing
constraints: constraints on the time since the user stopped speaking, and constraints on
the time since the system�s last utterance. Time is measured in seconds. These timing
constraints are necessary to model the time-dependent aspect of turn-taking behavior.
Constraints that may be specified on a conversation act include constraints on its act
level, its act type, and whether it has been produced. Also, it is possible to check for the
total number of conversation acts in the contribution state that belong to a certain act
level, have a certain act type, or have been produced.
There are two ‘‘action’’ fields for these rules: the :result field specifies whether output

will be produced for this act, and the: actions field may specify other actions to be taken.
The weights for the rules used in contribution structuring are derived from the an-

notation of the Monroe corpus, and they indicate the relative frequency of certain types
of acts or certain combinations of acts. For example, turn-taking acts are usually
performed verbally only if there is nothing else to say and the system has run out of
time to start the turn. However, in the corpus turn-taking acts appeared roughly 10%
of the time, so about 1 time in 10 the system may produce a turn-taking act even if there
is other pending output in the current turn state.
Example contribution structuring rules are given in Figure 7. The conditions for the

first rule say that the time since the user last stopped speakingmust be greater than 5 s, that
this act must be some act that takes or keeps the turn, and that there can be no other
already produced turn-taking act in this turn. If these conditions are met, the system will
produce this turn-taking act and start planning a keep-turn act. The second rule says that
an accept act will be explicitly produced after an acknowledge act with probability 1/3.
The algorithm for rule selection in the contribution structuring process is similar to

that in the contribution planning process. Rules are selected from among the rules that
match the most closely, roughly according to their weight. The rule�s actions are then
performed; typically, these are either to produce output or to simply update the dis-
course context or problem solving state without producing output.

3.1.4. Discourse state update

When production of a system utterance is complete, the Generation Manager receives a
status update from the relevant modality-specific production components. It then
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updates the other TRIPS components. As with user utterances, the words, syntactic
structure and semantic form of each system utterance are sent to the Discourse Context.
These may give rise to new user obligations (just as the system is obliged to respond to
the user�s utterances, so the system believes that the user is obliged to respond to its
utterances). Also, if the conversation act realized by the system utterance fulfills one of
the system�s discourse obligations, the Discourse Context is updated to indicate that the
relevant user utterances have been responded to. Finally, if the conversation act realized
by the system�s utterance fulfills a problem solving-related communicative intention, the
Behavioral Agent is also updated.
Some of the problem solving-related communicative intentions require substantial

output to be completely fulfilled. If the system is not able to communicate all the re-
quired information (for example, it is interrupted by the user, the user asks a question,
or the Behavioral Agent cancels the intention), then it tells the Behavioral Agent how
much of the content it was able to communicate.

3.2. Text generation

The modeling of the different levels of dialogue behavior does not stop at contribution
planning and structuring, but continues through surface generation. There are two
reasons for this. First, we wished to continue to use the subsumption principle during
surface generation. Second, our analysis of the Monroe corpus revealed that some
important generalizations can be made about conversational behavior that affect sur-
face generation and can contribute significantly to the efficiency, portability and gen-
erality of a generation system.
The template-based generation used in previous versions of TRIPS was too limited

to work effectively in larger and more complex domains. We needed a surface generator
that would allow us to rapidly expand language coverage while maintaining efficiency,
and that would permit us to produce surface forms for different types of conversation
acts. There are some excellent syntactic generation systems already in existence, but a

Figure 7. Example contribution structuring rules.
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combination of factors led us to reject each one, even though each was superior in some
way to what we could create on our own. Some were too slow, some would have re-
quired extensive and complex modification of the semantic representation, and some
included components, such as context components, already to be found in TRIPS.
In the approach we have taken, we have tried to marry portability and efficiency. As

illustrated in Figure 8, we aimed for a Brooksian architecture where individual be-
haviors are modeled separately and in parallel, so that simpler behaviors such as turn-
taking will continue to function even if more complex behaviors break down (Brooks,
1991). We use templates, which are efficient to process, for behaviors that do not vary
much from one domain to another (such as turn-taking and grounding). We use a
lexicalized grammar for surface generation for speech acts, to obtain the most general
and portable system possible. Finally, we have incorporated considerable randomness
into our surface generation to provide much-needed variation, leading to more natural
and interesting system output.
As we saw in the previous section, the content structuring process in the Generation

Manager organizes content into semantic forms for realization as individual utterances.
It is important for this to take place in the Generation Manager, since that component
tracks the planning process from intention to production, and maintains the contri-
bution plans as they are built. The Text Generation component also performs some
aspects of sentence planning. It orders the information in the semantic form and adds
default values for some roles. It also queries the Discourse Context for focus infor-
mation, and uses that to determine the type of each referential description. In short, the
Generation Manager determines what will be included in each utterance, and the Text
Generator determines what needs to be known about each part of the utterance and
how the utterance will be structured.
After this initial processing of the input semantic form, the conversation act, se-

mantic form and top-level syntactic label are input to each surface generation process.
The surface generation processes for turn-taking and grounding acts use templates, for
several reasons. The production of these types of acts typically does not involve forming
complex structures to represent a complex semantics. The utterances that produce these
types of acts are typically formulaic and do not vary much from one domain to another,
so the templates do not have to be modified when the domain changes. Finally, speed is
very important for producing these types of acts (Stent, 1999).

Figure 8. Structure of the Text Generator.
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Example templates from our system are given in Figure 9. Each contains a partly or
fully specified surface form and a set of conditions. If the conversation act, syntactic
form and input semantic form match the conditions, the syntactic tree and output se-
mantic form will be returned to the Generation Manager. The first template is for a
take-turn act; the output words are ‘‘um’’. The second is a template for a signal-non-
understanding act. The output words are ‘‘Sorry, I don�t know how to do that’’.
We use a feature-based lexicalized tree adjoining grammar (TAG) to perform surface

generation for most speech acts (Joshi & Schabes, 1997). The use of a grammar
allows us to do the sort of complex reasoning about semantics, syntax and pragmatics
we require, and also gives greater flexibility and portability (at the cost of a little effi-
ciency and more initial development time). A TAG-based formalism lends itself to a

Figure 9. Example templates.
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combination approach such as the one we have chosen, since one can use the same
structures (trees) to represent templates and grammar rules.
The grammar we use is a fairly small feature-structure based lexicalized TAG,

constructed at run time from a variety of sources. To facilitate grammar creation and
re-use, we have a set of about 100 tree templates for different types of lexical items,
which are filled in with specific information for each lexical item at run-time [as in
(XTAG Research Group, 1995)]. The lexical items themselves are obtained semi-au-
tomatically. Some come from the description of the domain provided in the shared
system ontology. Others were obtained by automatic off-line extraction from the
TRIPS parser�s lexicon. Finally, many were obtained by semi-automatic extraction
from the Monroe corpus transcripts, which were first tagged for part of speech using
Brill�s POS tagger (Brill, 1992). Not counting proper nouns or other lexical items from
the shared system ontology, there are about 750 lexical items in the smallest version of
the lexicon and 1500 in the largest.
We use a subset of the XTAG feature set in our grammar (XTAG Research Group,

1995). We follow (Stone & Doran, 1997) in extending the scope of our rules to include
semantic and pragmatic information, although we do not use a feature-based approach
to the representation of these types of information.
This grammar does contain a few ‘‘back doors’’, in case the system has to produce

something not in its lexicon. There is a set of non-lexicalized trees for proper nouns,
numbers (of course), adjectives and adverbs. These are used very rarely, since our lexicon
provides extensive coverage for our domain. Eventually, our lexicon will be fully integrated
into the system�s ontology and there will no longer be a coverage issue. Finally, in addition
to the grammar we have a small set of templates for producing greetings, closings and
thanks, which use highly idiomatic language.
The generation algorithm for all three conversation act generation processes is es-

sentially a top-down depth-first search with backtracking, keyed off the semantic tree.
In our system, there is considerable randomness built into the generation process. Each
grammar tree or template has a weight associated with it (the default is 1). At each
point in the generation process, all the applicable trees are found and their weights
normalized. Those that most closely match the semantic form are singled out. One is
selected from among them at random, so that each tree has a chance of being chosen
proportional to its weight. This guarantees variety in the system�s utterances, which is
important if one is not to bore the user (especially when the user has the initiative and
the system is only responding).
The output from the text generation process for each level of dialogue behavior is a

fully specified syntactic parse tree, which is linked to the fully specified semantic form.
The actual text is constructed from the parse tree using a simple model of morphology.
All three items are then sent back to the Generation Manager.

3.3. Display generation

For spoken dialogues humans have very strict conventions defining appropriate and
natural linguistic behavior, and this work is an examination of how to make explicit
those conventions in a generation system. The equivalent conventions for non-linguistic
communication are not as well understood. Indeed, for some types of non-linguistic
communication, such as that involving the graphical user interface, the conventions are
still being defined.
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TRIPS has traditionally used displays to supplement speech or facilitate the com-
munication of certain types of information, not to add personality to the system (cf.
Cassell et al., 1999). The system uses displays to present information that would take a
long time to communicate using language, that should persist in the forefront of the
discourse context to help the user perform planning, or that should be emphasized. For
example, TRIPS draws routes on maps, and summarizes plans on a plan viewer, as
planning proceeds. Route and plan descriptions involve the communication of tem-
poral and spatial information. These types of information can be difficult to express
using language and difficult to remember. A visual representation is concise and may
persist, making it easier for the user to see the connections between the different parts of
a plan.
TRIPS also uses the map, the plan viewer and other displays to communicate in-

formation about sets of objects that it would be ineffective to communicate using
language. For example, if the user asks where the ambulances are and there are 10
ambulances, it is silly to describe all their locations verbally when a display is available.
Finally, TRIPS uses the displays to emphasize certain objects or situations, in order

to express focus information or urgency. In answering a question, it may highlight the
objects in the answer on the map. If something changes in the world that necessitates
immediate re-planning, this can be highlighted on the display so that it serves as a
constant reminder to the user.
Because the displays in TRIPS are used to supplement the spoken communication

rather than as a primary communication modality, we were not concerned with mod-
eling the different levels of conversation acts in display generation. The Display Gen-
erator receives the same information as the Text Generator: one or more conversation
acts, with associated content. It identifies domain and planning objects in the semantic
forms (e.g. vehicles, people, actions, situations) and forms a display plan for production
with the speech output. The display plan contains a set of actions, each of which ma-
nipulates one or more display objects in some way. For example, a display object for a
planning action may be added to the plan display, or an icon representing an ambu-
lance may be highlighted.
Coordination in TRIPS occurs at the conversation act level: a display plan for a

particular dialog act will not be produced until the corresponding language plan has
also been received by the Generation Manager. Because we do not currently produce
gestures, we do not have to worry about more fine-grained coordination such as that
described in Cassell et al. (2000).

3.4. Example

We conclude the discussion of our generation system by presenting an example that
demonstrates the flexibility of our approach to contribution planning. Rather than
show the message traffic between TRIPS components, we will show communicative
intentions and pieces of discourse information as they appear in the contribution state,
using a frame-like notation.
Assume that the user asks ‘‘Where are the ambulances?’’. The first piece of discourse-

related information that the Generation Manager receives is that the user has released the
turn. As a result, the following goal is added to the contribution state:

(goal:type discourse-obligation

:id discourse-oblig1
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:respond-to (release-turn :who user)

:who system)

This goal is a discourse obligation for the system to respond to the user�s action of
releasing the turn. For ease of reference, every item in the contribution state is assigned
a unique identifier.
After a communicative intention or discourse obligation is added to the contribution

state, the contribution planning algorithm is called. The only rule that matches the
current contribution state says that if the user has released the turn, the system should
take the turn. Accordingly, the Generation Manager adds the following conversation
act to the contribution state:

(conversation-act :type turn-taking

:name take-turn

:id system-conversation-act1

:semantics nil

:syntax s

:fulfils discourse-oblig1

:who system)

It also sends a message to the Text Generator asking it to generate a take-turn act.
The turn-taking generation process in the Text Generator may decide that an appro-
priate realization of a take-turn act is ‘‘um’’. This information is returned to the Generation
Manager, which updates the contribution state:

(conversation-act :type turn-taking

:name take-turn

:id system-conversation-act1

:semantics nil

:syntax s

:words �um�
:fulfils discourse-oblig1

:who system)

Meanwhile, the Generation Manager may have been informed that the user intended
to ask a question about the location of ambulances in the world. This gives rise to a new
discourse obligation:

(goal :type discourse-obligation

:id discourse-oblig2

:respond-to

(wh-question :who user

:what (at-loc

(description (class set)

(type ambulance))

(description (class wh)

(type location))))

:who system)

At this point, the only contribution planning rule that matches the contribution state
says that a question can be responded to (and the turn taken) if the question is ac-
knowledged. The grounding process of the Text Generator produces a surface form for
an acknowledge act, which is added to the contribution state:

(conversation-act :type grounding

:name acknowledge
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:id system-conversation-act2

:semantics nil

:syntax s

:text �mmhm�
:fulfils {discourse-oblig2 discourse-

oblig1}
:who system)

These first two steps in the planning of a contribution happen for nearly every
contribution following user input. If the time required to reach this point is greater than
the permitted between-turn gap specified in the Generation Manager, then the contri-
bution structuring process will have to choose something to say (this does not happen
very often). In this case, the two acts ready for production in the contribution state are
a grounding act and a turn-taking act, and the contribution structuring process has a
rule saying that grounding acts subsume turn-taking acts, so the system will probably
say ‘‘Mmhm’’. However, there is another content structuring rule that says that about 10% of
the time a take-turn act should be explicitly realized even if there is another act in the
contribution state, so there is a chance the take-turn act will be explicitly produced as
well as the grounding act.
Notice that we have already seen uses of the subsumption principle and ordering

constraints, even though the only conversation acts seen so far are turn-taking and
grounding acts.
By now the Behavioral Agent has been informed by the Interpretation Manager that

it has a new problem solving goal of identifying the locations of ambulances (we will
label this goal user-problem-solving1). What happens next depends on whether
the Behavioral Agent finds these locations.
If the Behavioral Agent finds the locations of the ambulances identified in the user�s

problem-solving goal, it will send the Generation Manager a communicative intention
to inform the user of this information. The communicative intention may look like this:

(goal :type problem-solving-intention

:id system-problem-solving1

:communicate (at-loc ambulance-1 strong-memorial-

hospital)

(at-loc ambulance-2 strong-memorial-hospital)

:who system

:why (complete user-problem-solving1))

Each problem solving-related communicative intention has a marker for the rela-
tionship of this intention to the system�s and/or user�s problem solving goals. In this
case, the user initiated the problem solving goal of identifying ambulance locations.
If the system succeeds in communicating these locations to the user and the user
acknowledges having received the information, the system will have completed the
user�s problem solving goal.
With the addition of intention system-problem-solving1 to the contribution

state, the contribution planning process is run again. Now the contribution state
includes discourse obligations to take the turn and to respond to the user�s question,
and the problem solving-related communicative intention of providing the locations
of ambulances in answer to the user�s question. One of the example contribution
planning rules shown earlier specifies how to combine these pieces of information into
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an answer for the user. That rule requires that both speech and displays be used for
output.
The content structuring algorithm is smart enough to combine the two pieces of

content in system-problem-solving1 into an aggregate location description:
(at-loc

(description (class set) (type ambulance)

(refers-to {ambulance-1 ambulance-2}))
(description (type hospital)

(refers-to strong-memorial-hospital)))

A new conversation act for the answer is added to the contribution state, and this
semantic form, the assert conversation act, and the top-level syntactic label s are sent to
the Text and Display Generators.
One of the modality-specific surface generators will reply before the other. As a

result, system-conversation-act3 will be updated to include the reply from that
surface generator, but no output will be produced until both surface generators reply. If
all of the processing described above takes place ‘‘quickly enough’’, which is generally the
case, the entire system contribution may consist of the utterance ‘‘Ambulance 1 and am-
bulance 2 are at Strong’’, plus the two display actions of highlighting ambulances 1 and 2. In
this case, three conversation acts will have been generated, but only one explicitly produced.
If the processing takes longer, the take-turn act, the grounding act or both may also be
explicitly produced.
There are many times when the Behavioral Agent may decide to communicate

with the user. For example, it may become aware of a new situation in the world
or an update to a current one. It may decide to notify the user of a new goal or
a new planning action. It may also decide to inform the user if an action in the
plan is finished or cannot be completed. The Behavioral Agent�s decisions about
the goals it wants to pursue and the things it wants to communicate are not
necessarily the same as the user�s, particularly if the system knows something the
user does not. Even in this example, where the system has strong obligations to
respond to the user�s question, the Behavioral Agent may decide to pursue some
other goal.
Assume that the Behavioral Agent has become aware that there are a new water

main break and power line down, and wants to inform the user about them. It may send
the following communicative intention to the Generation Manager:

(goal :type problem-solving-intention

:id system-problem-solving2

:communicate {(new-situation
(at-loc (object (type water-main)

(status broken))

culver-road)

(at-loc (object (type electric-line)

(status broken))

route-383))}
:who system

:why (initiate system-problem-solving2))

Notice that this communicative intention arises from a new system problem solving
goal, and is not performed in order to continue or complete a user�s goal. In other
words, the system is now taking the initiative.
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The Behavioral Agent may select this communicative intention instead of or in addi-
tion to the earlier intention system-problem-solving1. If the former, the Gener-
ationManagerwill have to find an alternativeway to respond to the question.When it sees
intention system-problem-solving2, the Generation Manager assumes that no
answer will be forthcoming and plans to produce a hold act to respond to the user�s
question. The final system output, using the hold act for the question and describing the
new situation using a generalization:specific relation, is likely to be something like ‘‘Just a
second. I have a new situation. There is a broken water main at Culver road. There is also a
broken electric line at route 383.’’, plus appropriate display actions.
If the Behavioral Agent produces both communicative intentions, the Generation

Manager will have to decide which speech-act level conversation act to produce first.
Before producing conversation acts for new problem solving-related communicative in-
tentions, the system tries to produce conversation acts for all communicative intentions
that are in someway responsive, so the final spoken output will probably be ‘‘Ambulance 1
and ambulance 2 are at Strong. I have a new situation. There is a broken water main at Culver
road. There is also a broken electric line at route 383’’. This contribution can even be produced
if the user acknowledges the answer to her question in the middle, since the acknowledgment
does not require any modification to the system�s problem solving.
After each conversation act is produced, the Generation Manager sends discourse

and/or problem solving-related updates to the rest of the TRIPS system.
This example illustrates some of the generation processing in our system. It also

highlights the range of possible system behaviors. Often, the system is primarily re-
sponding to user input, and so the conversation acts that are considered include turn-
taking and grounding acts as well as adjacency pairs and whatever speech acts are part
of them. At other times, the Behavioral Agent may pursue some goal of its own, in-
forming the user of a new situation or describing a new action or plan. In these cases,
the conversation acts involved may also include rhetorical relations, such as general-
ization:specific, summary and motivation. Finally, there are various ways for the dia-
logue to break down (e.g. the system can�t hear the user, the system can�t understand the
user, or the system can�t do what the user asks). In these cases, the generation system
may have to use a different set of relations, such as solutionhood. For example, it may
say, ‘‘Um I can�t hear you. Could you speak up?’’

4. Evaluation

In this section we discuss an evaluation we have performed on the generation system
described in this paper, for the purpose of determining if our system does indeed model
human conversational behavior.

4.1. Evaluation methodology

There are several different types of evaluation performed on dialogue systems or their
component parts (Minker, 1998; Antoine et al., 2000). Researchers may conduct a
language-based evaluation, evaluating the types of language handled, the amount of
language handled, or the accuracy of the language modeling in a system. Alternatively,
they may conduct a task-base evaluation, evaluating how and to what extent the system
helps the user perform a designated task. Measures used in task-based evaluations
include the amount of time it takes to complete the task, the optimality of the solution,
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and the number of user turns (Sikorski & Allen, 1996; Stent & Allen, 1997; Walker et al.,
1998).
There have also been task- and language-based evaluations of generation systems.

For example, Hirasawa et al. (1999) evaluated different approaches to system back-
channels. Litman et al. (1998) compared two different response strategies in an infor-
mation-retrieval dialogue system. Carenini has performed a task-based evaluation of a
system to generate evaluative arguments (Carenini, 2000). Jokinen has proposed three
metrics for evaluating a system�s communicative ability: cooperativeness, robustness
and coherence (Jokinen, 1996).
Some researchers have used human judges to evaluate the output of generation

systems. Cawsey used human judges to evaluate the explanations generated by her
system for coherence and instructiveness (Cawsey, 1993). Lester and Porter (1997) used
human judges to score automatically produced explanations and explanations pro-
duced by humans, and then compared the scores of the two sets of documents.
The central issue of our work has been to enable a dialogue system to produce more

‘‘natural’’, human-like contributions. String- or tree-based metrics based on pairing system
output with desired system output (e.g. Bangalore et al., 2000) cannot be used here, be-
cause there is no one ‘‘right’’ output for any input goal (although there are many ‘‘wrong’’
outputs). Such a metric would give the impression that our system is performing badly,
when in fact flexibility and variability in the output are positive outcomes.
A task-based evaluation would allow us to address the question of whether more

natural system contributions help users solve tasks, or whether users preferred such
contributions. However, it also would not answer the question of whether the system
contributions are more ‘‘natural’’.
The evaluation we have chosen to perform, then, is a language-based evaluation of

the generation components of TRIPS when separated from the rest of the system. Since
the best judges of ‘‘naturalness’’ are humans who are themselves experts in the type of
discourse being evaluated, we chose to use human judges to evaluate our system output. We
asked two linguists and one teacher of English as a foreign language to evaluate a set of
dialogue transcripts for us.
We selected three dialogues from the Monroe corpus that had not been previously

annotated. For each of these three dialogues, we replaced one participant�s contribu-
tions with contributions produced by the system that included roughly the same con-
tent. Each evaluator received six transcripts: the transcripts of the three modified
dialogues, and transcripts of three unmodified dialogues. Each was also given a map of
the domain, a list of the tasks, and some information about the original data collection.
We asked each judge to evaluate the three modified dialogues, using the other three as
reference material. No evaluator was told that sometimes the dialogue involved a
computer.
The two linguists, a graduate student and a post-doctoral fellow, were given a check-

list of items to note in each dialogue. However, one did not use it, instead marking in
the transcripts things that seemed odd to her and explaining why. The teacher of En-
glish as a foreign language was simply asked to evaluate the level of expertise in English
of the dialogue participants, or at least to indicate whether they were native or non-
native speakers.
This evaluation is far from perfect. First, the evaluators were unable to participate in

dialogues themselves, and so interact with the system directly (this particularly affects
the judgments of the teacher of ESL). They were also unable to hear the dialogues (the
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prosody of a text-to-speech system would have given the game away). However, each
evaluator had experience working with spoken dialogue and reading dialogue tran-
scripts, and we did supply limited information about pauses and non-verbal sounds.
Second, this evaluation covers only those aspects of the system�s contributions

produced using language. The multi-modal aspects are left un-evaluated.
Third, having to produce something approximately equivalent to the original human

contribution limited some aspects of the system�s performance. For example, if a new
situation comes up in the world the Behavioral Agent can tell the Generation Manager
all about the situation at once, and the Generation Manager can then construct a multi-
utterance description. This was not always possible in this evaluation, because the
original human participant organized the information differently.
Fourth, using human judges introduces an element of subjectivity into the evaluation

(this is perhaps unavoidable given the goal we have set ourselves).
Nonetheless, this type of evaluation does address the central question of our work.

Given the circumstances and the nature of generation itself, this is perhaps the optimal
solution.

4.2. Construction of evaluation dialogues

As stated previously, three dialogues were selected for use in the evaluation. They were
not selected at random. Length was a concern. Also, it seemed important to use dia-
logues involving different speakers from those who participated in the 8 annotated
dialogues.
TRIPS uses messages to communicate between different components. At the time

this evaluation was conducted, we did not have access to robust, large-coverage un-
derstanding components. When we conducted this evaluation we used the output from
the TRIPS interpretation and problem solving components when they produced any
output. When they did not produce output, we constructed the messages that would
come from those components and fed them into TRIPS� central message-passing hub.
These include messages indicating the syntax and semantics of user input, as well as
problem solving-related communicative intentions. We were able to construct these
messages because the semantic representation and abstract problem solving language
used in the system are clearly defined in the shared system ontology. This evaluation is
therefore a ‘‘best measure’’ of how the entire TRIPS dialogue system would perform in this
domain.
We did not simulate the performance of any of the components of the generation

system.
Because some input messages came slowly and one-by-one instead of in an asyn-

chronous and overlapping fashion as would happen if the entire TRIPS system were
actually running, the time-specific aspects of our generator were somewhat out of order.
In particular, the system produced many more utterances explicitly performing turn-
taking than it would in an actual interaction. We dealt with this partly by increasing the
amount of time the system could wait before speaking, and partly by filtering out by
hand some of the extra turn-taking utterances.
If it seemed that a dialogue system would never form the intention to produce a

particular utterance, that utterance would be left out. This happened in four situations.
TRIPS would never produce an utterance that was self-talk, unintelligible or aban-
doned, as in the following (abandoned and self-talk):
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Example 1.

i believe we still have

TRIPS would also never initiate a discussion of the absence of a situation:

Example 2.

but we have no reports of injuries or other problems at those areas

TRIPS would never discuss things requiring general world knowledge not in the
domain:

Example 3.

hlaughi pittsford alright i think i think the people in pittsford will
win right they�re paying more taxes but why are we fixing their roads
i mean oh this is monroe county people that�s right

Finally, some utterances simply would not be produced by TRIPS because it already
automatically does the action being discussed or proposed:

Example 4.

so i don�t know what they are expecting of us but i hbreathi
i th- i don�t really think we need to calculate how much time each bus
is going to take

The randomness built into all stages of the generation process leads to variation in
the output. Our method of dealing with this was to run each message through the
system once and use the first output, unless we noticed an clear error in the output
string or the performance of the system (e.g. bits of the semantic form in the string, a
system crash). Errors in syntax, misleading referential expressions, information missing
from the output and similar errors were not corrected. Suboptimal output is obvious
from a simple read through the transcripts.
The dialogue extracts at the beginning of this paper were from a human–human

dialogue. The extracts in Figures 10 and 11 are the same subdialogues, except that one
participant�s contributions have been replaced by system-generated ones. These extracts
come from the dialogues shown to our evaluators.

4.3. Evaluation results

Teachers of English as a second language typically categorize the expertise of people they
evaluate based on a set of tests, including written and oral examinations. There are es-
tablished categorizations for oral proficiency (e.g. Breiner-Sanders et al., 1999), but all
require that the examiner have the opportunity to converse with the test-taker, ask a range
of questions that evaluate fluency in social and other interactions, and hear the responses.
The teacher of English as a second language, operating under the severe constraints

imposed on her (she could not talk to the dialogue participants herself or even hear the
dialogues), gave evaluations of six speakers, including some for whom she had only one
dialogue. She correctly identified the one non-native English speaker among the human
participants; she incorrectly identified one other human participant as a non-native
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speaker of English and was unsure about a third. She identified the computer system as
a non-native speaker of English. She estimated the level of fluency of all three ‘‘non-
native’’ participants (two human, one computer) as high intermediate. The participant she
was unsure about she rated advanced. The human who was really a non-native speaker of
English received the most certain evaluation, and the most comments about behaviors in-
dicating lack of fluency.
The behaviors noted by this evaluator as evidence of the lack of fluency of our

system include: inconsistent use of interrogatives in questions, lack of contractions, and
lack of variation in the use of adverbs indicating time progression (this same lack of
variation appears in the human contributions replaced by the system, however). This
evaluator also noted system behaviors indicating expertise in language use, among them
the correct use of tense and the use of parenthetical phrases. Behaviors noted for the
human speakers identified as non-native include: repetitions, repeated use of fillers,
awkward sentence structure, indications of lack of knowledge about road construction,
use of overly general or overly informal language (e.g. ‘‘road stuff’’), and changes of topic
in the middle of utterances.

Figure 11. Second dialogue extract from evaluation dialogues.

Figure 10. First dialogue extract from evaluation dialogues.
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Neither of our linguists identified the system as the most error-prone, uninfor-
mative or unnatural dialogue participant. We received a variety of comments on the
dialogues from our linguist evaluators, and have classified them into comments about
speech acts, comments about grounding and turn-taking acts, comments about ref-
erential descriptions, and comments about discourse cues that can signal argumen-
tation acts. We further classified the comments as positive, negative or neutral and
broke them down by participant (human or system). Sometimes more than one
comment was made for a particular utterance; we counted these as two comments.
Sometimes a comment made for one utterance mentioned that the evaluator had
observed the phenomenon in other places but was not going to mark every occurence;
we counted these as one comment.
In Table VIII we give an approximation of the frequencies of positive and negative

comments from our linguists, broken down by class of comment and type of speaker
(system or human). In every category, the computer�s contributions received fewer
negative comments than the humans�. However, this should not necessarily be taken at
face value. For one thing, the fact that the system produced fewer incoherent utterances
is not necessarily evidence of ‘‘naturalness’’ (although incoherence is probably not a type of
naturalness one would want to duplicate). Also, the fact that the system had fewer inap-
propriate or ineffective referential descriptions in these simulated dialogues does not mean
that many would not arise in actual human–computer dialogues, when the generation
components rely solely on the Discourse Context for information about reference.
In the rest of this section, we discuss some of the specific comments we received. In

each example, the utterance that was commented on is marked with �*�. Also, in these
examples, if the speaker is �S� then the utterance was constructed by the system.

4.3.1. Comments about speech acts

We received several types of comments about utterances that performed speech acts.
Some utterances were marked syntactically incomplete, some were marked as being

TABLE VIII. Types of comments for different speakers

Speaker Positive (%) Neutral (%) Negative (%)
Speech acts
Human 5 11
Computer 2 2

Turn-taking/grounding
Human 1 7
Computer 6

Descriptions
Human 1 21
Computer 11

Discourse cues
Human 6
Computer 2

Other
Human 5 13
Computer 1 3 3
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unclear, and some were marked incoherent (this last category does not include aban-
doned utterances).
Most of the utterances that were labeled �syntactically incomplete� serve their

communicative purpose, are clear in context, and seem perfectly natural. An example
is:

Example 5.

Utterances with unclear semantics, on the other hand, are clearly awkward:

Example 6.

Utterances marked as incoherent are either non-responsive or make no sense:

Example 7.

4.3.2. Comments about acknowledgments

The comments about grounding and turn-taking acts fell into two categories: com-
ments about ineffective acknowledgments, and comments about redundant ac-
knowledgments. Ineffective acknowledgments are acknowledgments that seem not to
fit the context, e.g.:

Example 8.

Some repeated acknowledgments were marked as redundant:

Example 9.

One evaluator also commented on other grounding and turn-taking acts without
marking them as redundant. For example, she commented that in the following ut-
terance ‘‘You can sort of hear them thinking out loud’’:

Example 10.

S 6 and there are 70 people at the end of highway 261
7 the end of 261 is at the northwest of rochester

B 8 261 okay
9* how many

S 56* so it takes half an hour for a helicopter to go in monroe county

S 32 so + we need to + take the people there
B 33 + hSILi it�s +

34* except hSILi except the guy who needs to hSILi okay

S 41 and also there is a bus at irondequoit police station
B 42* yes

S 84 and they will return to irondequoit police station
B 85* okay hSILi yes

S 65 um hSILi okay
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4.3.3. Comments about descriptions

We received quite a few comments about descriptions that were unclear (had no unique
referent), incorrect, inefficient, or syntactically or semantically incomplete. Examples
include the following; in each case, the description commented on is italicized:

Example 11 (Unclear referent).

Example 12 (Semantically incomplete description).

Example 13 (Syntactically incomplete description).

4.3.4. Comments about discourse cues

One of our linguists made comments about the use of discourse cues that can signal
argumentation acts. Two related to the use of ‘‘then’’; the human participants in two of
these dialogues sometimes used ‘‘then’’ to connect two utterances proposing or describing
different actions, even when the actions were not in sequence. She also commented on a
habit of the third human participant, who used ‘‘so we have’’ to mark summaries or re-
statements of locations.
This same evaluator disliked the system�s use of ‘‘and also’’ as synonymous with ‘‘and’’

(the evaluator thought the ‘‘also’’ was redundant). These comments are particularly helpful,
because the appropriate use of discourse cues has an enormous effect on discourse coherence
(Marcu, 1997).

5. Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we have explored ways to improve the naturalness of automatically
generated spoken dialogue contributions for conversational agents that participate in
complex, task-oriented dialogues. Our goal has been to explicitly track, in one frame-
work, not only speech acts and higher-level discourse structure, but also the parts of the
interaction that serve to maintain the participants� collaboration, such as turn-taking
and grounding behaviors.
We chose to adopt conversation acts theory (Traum & Hinkelman, 1992) as our

model for this work. We implemented the key ideas of this theory in the context of
generation components for the TRIPS system that plan individual conversation acts,

S 146* how long does it take for the road crew to fix something

A 183* the uh hSILi then we�ll send out hSILi the hSILi digger hSILi
the road crew and a second electrical hSILi crew to monroe and
highland hSILi at the second

A 27* also downed power lines at monroe and highland avenue hSILi and
route 65 and route 253 hSILi
which is hSILi one of the locations for + water main break +
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perform surface generation, and organize conversation acts into coherent dialogue
contributions.
We have conducted a language-based evaluation of our generation components,

which use a model for dialogue based on conversation acts theory. We asked expert
human judges to examine dialogues from the Monroe corpus that had been modified by
substituting computer-produced contributions for the contributions of one participant.
Our judges considered the system�s contributions to be at least as coherent, informative
and robust as those of the human participants. Our system passes the ‘‘adequacy’’ test
proposed by Jokinen (1996).
Conversation acts theory works well as a model for producing grounding and speech

acts. A key idea of the theory, that certain types of behavior can be subsumed by others,
has proven extremely powerful in increasing the naturalness of system contributions.
Also, since conversation acts theory helps clarify which intentions come from different
levels of dialogue behavior, using it as a model for generation has enabled the pro-
duction of dialogue components that are very flexible.
However, our examination of the other two levels of conversation acts theory has led

us to identify some difficulties. In particular, turn-taking behavior does not fit well
within an act-based framework. True, in order to perform an acknowledgment or
produce a speech act it is necessary to take the turn. Also, there are utterances (or parts
of utterances) that cannot be explained as anything other than turn-taking. However,
verbal turn-taking behavior is only a small part of the whole phenomenon, which also
involves prosody, gaze, gesture and timing.
As a result of this work, we have identified several areas for future research. The first

is a more in-depth study of multi-modal generation. We are interested in exploring how
conversation acts theory needs to be extended to cover generation in other modalities,
and in identifying aspects of multi-modal generation that may not fit well in an act-
based framework.
We are also excited about the possibility of conducting a task-based evaluation of

TRIPS that explores the effects of this new approach to generation. We plan to allow
two modes of system operation: one in which the system produces only speech acts; and
one in which it also models turn-taking, grounding and argumentation. Regardless of
the mode, the system will act as an equal participant in the dialogue, taking initiative
where appropriate. Each subject will interact with the system in both modes. Some
subjects will have simple tasks, and others complex tasks such as those used for the
Monroe corpus. We can then explore whether modeling more human-like conversation
leads to faster or better solutions in complex and simple tasks.
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